
When you have to be right

Get timely economic and financial forecasts

Blue Chip Publications
Wolters Kluwer’s Blue Chip Publications are more than just the numbers. They  
provide private and public sector decision makers with trusted economic and  
interest rate forecasts that are essential to the formulation of profitable business 
plans and sound public policies.

For almost 40 years, our surveys of leading business economists have made Blue Chip 
Economic Indicators and Blue Chip Financial Forecasts synonymous with the latest in expert 
opinion on the future performance of the American economy. Each month, we survey more 
than 50 of America’s leading business economists and publish their individual predictions—
plus a consensus, or average of their forecasts, along with their critical insights—so you can 
make informed decisions.

At a time when reliable economic experts come at an exceptionally high cost, you can  
use the Blue Chip Publications at an affordable price. Using the publications, you can:

•   Formulate business plans (budgeting, strategic planning, capital spending, and  
sales projections)

•  Prepare corporate financing plans (refinancing and acquisitions)

•  Make informed decisions about asset allocation

•  Utilize for regulatory filings and rate cases

Access the best information you need to make informed, knowledgeable decisions.  
Subscribe to the Blue Chip Publications today!

Contact us at 800-638-8437 or visit www.bluechippublications.com to learn more.

Flexibility at a price  
you can afford
Choose one or both  
of the Blue Chip  
Publications that  
fit your needs. Then 
choose your preferred 
format: print, Excel,  
PDF, or via our online 
Cheetah™ platform!



Blue Chip Economic Indicators and Blue Chip Financial Forecasts
The Benchmarks for U.S. Economic, Interest Rate, and Currency forecasts
Each 20-page issue of Blue Chip Economic Indicators and Blue Chip Financial Forecasts gives you the latest forecasts 
from America’s top business economists. Survey participants are from such prominent companies as Goldman Sachs, 
J.P. Morgan, Morgan Stanley, Macroeconomic Advisers, IHS Global Insight, General Motors, Ford, and FedEx. We publish 
their individual forecasts and calculate a consensus, or average, of their estimates for each forecast variable.
Along with your monthly forecasts, each issue of Blue Chip Economic Indicators and Financial Forecasts contains:

•  Commentary: Analysis by newsletter’s staff of latest survey results and economic/financial developments
•  Graphs: Plot the latest historical data and consensus forecasts, along with commentary and analysis on the 

changing outlook
•  Special Questions: The results of special polls of the panel on questions of topical interest, i.e., major influences 

on the outlook for growth, inflation, interest rates, monetary policy, and fiscal policy,
•  Long-Range Forecasts: Twice each year, consensus and averages of the top- and bottom-10 forecasts of all regular 

variables for each of the next five years, plus an average for the following five-year period
•  Viewpoints: A sampling of views on the economy excerpted from recent reports issued by Blue Chip panel  

members
•  Databank: Two years of historical data on 28 critical indicators of business activity.
•  Calendar: A calendar of upcoming government and private sector data releases, Federal Reserve meetings, etc.

Forecast variables in

Blue Chip Economic Indicators
Forecast variables in

Blue Chip Financial Forecasts
•  Real GDP
•  GDP price index
•  Nominal GDP
•  Consumer price index
•  Industrial production
•  Real disposable  

personal income
•  Real personal con-

sumption expenditures
•  3-month Treasury bill 

rate

•  Real non-residential 
fixed investment

•  Pre-tax corporate 
profits

•  10-year Treasury note 
yield

•  Unemployment rate
•  Total housing starts
•  Auto and light truck 

sales
•  Real net exports

•  Federal Funds Rate
•  Prime Rate
•  LIBOR, 3-month
•  Commercial Paper, 

1-month
•  Treasury Bills, 

3-month, 6-month, 
1-year

•  Treasury Notes, 2-year, 
5-year, 10-year

•  Treasury Bond, 30-year

•  Corporate Aaa Bond
•  Corporate Baa Bond
•  State and Local Bond
•  Home Mortgage Rate
•  Fed’s Major Currency 

Index
•  Real GDP
•  GDP Chained Price 

Index
•  Consumer Price Index

 
Each issue of Blue Chip Economic Indicators also contains consensus forecasts of economic growth, inflation,  
current account and currency values for 15 of America’s largest trading partners. Blue Chip Financial Forecasts  
additionally contains three-month, six-month and 1-year ahead forecasts of short-and long-term interest rates  
and currency values for the G-7 nations.
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Contact us at 800-638-8437 or visit www.bluechippublications.com to learn more.


